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Penny had the party ticking like a fine Swiss watch

and a good time was had by all..........Penny and her many helpers did a truly fantastic
job at the BMOC Christmas party. I can’t thank them enough; quite brilliant............
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Jim Bush rather bravely threw open his workshop doors to allow club members to see his stable
of fine bikes. We were treated to his generous hospitality and a look at his amazing MV project.

Peter’s very impressive
1932 Ariel Square Four
on display at his open
garage
Peter Gagan also welcomed us into his garage, but for the last time alas; Peter is moving to the
Island, we thank him for his past generosity and wish him well in his new venture.

The Old English Car Club ran their London to Brighton Commemorative Run on November 6th
and some old English bikes came along too. Thanks to Gerry Philbrick for the invitation.
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Tom Mellor’s land speed achievements and contributions to the club were recognised at the
Christmas Banquette. Bevin Jones (left) presents Tom with a token of our esteem.
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BMOC 2012 COMMITTEES
Rides Committee: Mandate is to arrange and advertise all rides. Nigel Spaxman and
Bill Sarjeant.
Show Committee: Mandate is to arrange and advertise all shows. Dave Woolley,
Alan Comfort, Wayne Dowler, Bill Sarjeant and John McKenzie.
Social / Entertainment Committee: Mandate is to arrange and advertise all social
and entertainment events, set up monthly meeting entertainment. Alan Comfort and
Lyle Whitter.
Technical Committee: Mandate is to organise a system where members can access
the technical expertise of other members. Ian Bardsley, Tom Mellor, Jim Bush, Bruce
Davidson and Geoff May.
Communication and Promotion Committee : Mandate is to review the present
means of communication; GV, website, Facebook etc and integrate as required. Ian
Bardsley, Peter Dent, John McKenzie, Dave Woolley, Bevin Jones and Jim Bush.
Chapter Liaison Committee: Mandate is to interface with other chapters. Bill
Sarjeant.
Note that the duties of the committees are fluid at this time and will be developed by
the participants as they are able to assess the need and interfacing of them.
Members may also be added as required.
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Membership rates; Canada - $25
USA - $30 (in Cdn funds)
International - $40 (in Cdn funds)
604 574 9543 b&bjones@telus.net
604 921 9788 dccorp@shaw.ca
604 431 0553 alan.comfort@gmail.com
604 874 1332 patrick.jaune@amec.com
604 941 8164
778 874 4836
604 431 0553
604 298 6775

ian_bardsley@telus.net
jsmckenzie@shaw.ca
alan.comfort@gmail.com
caferacer@shaw.ca

604 273 7736 nigel@hydracore
604 944 6200 bill_sarjeant@telus.net
604 886 3600 smokeybike@dccnet.com
604 946 3132 p.dent@dccnet.com

Fine print
The West Coast British Motorcycle
Owners Club(aka BMOC) is a
registered not for profit society
d e d i c a t e d t o t h e p re s e r v a t i o n ,
re s t o r a t i o n a n d u s e o f B r i t i s h
motorcycles.
Our newsletter, Good Vibrations, is
published sporadically and is intended
to inform and entertain our members.
Articles appearing in this newsletter do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of
the BMOC. Technical and other
information contained in this
newsletter should be treated with a

measure of common sense, as we cannot test
or vouch for every word written.
Article Submission
We welcome all contributions from our
members. Want ads and For Sale ads are free to
members and non-members.
Ads must be limited to motorcycles or related
items. For Sale ads are printed with the good
faith that the seller’s description of the goods is
fair and accurate. BMOC assumes no
responsibility for the accuracy of the
advertisements.
Articles, reports, photographs and ads may be
Emailed to p.dent@dccnet.com

Mark your calender: Vancouver International Motorcycle Show, January 19-22
cover photo: camp fire at the Saltspring island camp-out in June.
check out the BMOC website: BMOC.ca for full colour version of Good Vibrations
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Help us to keep in touch, if you have changed your
mailing address, phone number or Email address,
please Email your current info to:
patrick.jaune@amec.com
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WAYNE’S RULES FOR COLLECTING OLD MOTORCYCLES AND LIVING
WITH YOUR WIFE
Wayne Dowler
As Excerpted From “This Old Tractor”
There’s more to collecting and restoring old motorcycles than nuts and bolts. A
lot more. Nuts and bolts are the least of it. Human relationships are an integral
part of the hobby. Especially the relationship you have with your wife.
Now, don’t get me wrong: my wife, the Lovely Margaret is a wonderful wife and
friend and has endured more than any one woman should have to. I’m the first to
admit that life with me isn’t easy. (I admit that even though I do not always believe
it). But, as in any other relationship things can and do get tense between us at
times.
But things got even tenser when I began collecting old English motorcycles. I had
one for many years before it occurred to me that it might be nice to have two.
And once I had two, I thought it would be handy to have a couple more around
for parts, but along with the parts bikes I got a couple of “runners”. So very
quickly there were six. And I got a good deal on another that had been sitting in a
shed for nearly 25 years, and another couple lined up not far away.
If you’re married and thinking of getting into old British motorcycles (or any other
kind of bikes), forget trivial things like Whitworth wrenches and sockets and lay
the groundwork for your new hobby by carefully studying the following rules.
Please note that it is only through careful hindsight that I can write these rules,
having broken each and every one of them and paid the price.
Rule # 1: Collect only one make and model of motorcycle – nothing but Triumph
or BSA, for example. When all your motorcycles are the same shape and color it
is harder, if not impossible, for anyone (if you catch my drift) to figure out how
many motorcycles you actually have.
Rule # 2: Never line up your motorcycles, ever. Nothing distresses a difficult
spouse more than seeing twelve motorcycles lined up, looking for all the world
like a burning pile of hundred dollar bills. Scatter the motorcycles around- a
couple behind the shed, one or two in the shed, another beside the garage – so it
is not possible for anyone (if you know who I mean) to see more than one or two
from any perspective. Your hobby will be less “irritating” that way.
Rule # 3: For pretty much the same reason, do not number your motorcycles.
Give them names. You will be surprised how much less trouble you will have if
you talk about “Sweet Beesa’s“ rather than your BSA A7 # 7.
Rule # 4: Early in your collecting, buy a motorcycle you don’t want. Sell it as
quickly as you can. Don’t worry about making money on the transaction. The
main idea is to get a motorcycle and get rid of it. Then you can say “Yes, Angel Face, I do have six Sweet Beesa’s, and they are in the garage while the car is out
in the weather. But that does not mean I will always have six Sweet Beesa’s.
Remember the one I got rid of? I am thinking of selling another one any day now
so we can put the car in the garage.”
If you have a friend who also collects
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motorcycles, make arrangements for him to drop one off now and then. That way
you can say- if anyone asks- that you bought it. Then have it hauled off again,
and say you sold it. With this system you re-establish your reputation for
moderation.
Rule # 5: Pay for motorcycles with a cashiers cheque, postal money orders, or
cash. This leaves far less evidence than cheques drawn on the family account.
Once you have gotten possession of the motorcycle and paid for it, destroy the
stubs, carbon copies, or receipts immediately. Such things have a way of
becoming an embarrassment later, take it from me.
Rule # 6: Now and then buy a wreck for “parts” even if you don’t need the parts.
In fact, you might consider hauling a wreck or two on the same trailer or truck
whenever you haul home a good machine. This is called “liability averaging”. If
your spouse says something about you having money for a new motorcycle but
not enough for a new refrigerator, point indignantly to the motorcycles on the
trailer- the beautiful one in running condition for which you paid $1,600 and the
rusted hulks you got for $50 each. Then huff “Skookums, I got those for a little
more than $500 each and the one at the back is easily worth $200. That’s a tidy
profit of $400. ”See, doesn’t that make you sound like an investment wizard?
Rule # 7: When things get critical, consider dragging home a motorcycle with no
gearbox or back wheel. If there is a complaint, you say, “Motorcycle? What
motorcycle? That’s not a motorcycle. That’s only a front end. Not even close to
a motorcycle.” Then a couple of weeks later bring home a rear wheel and a
gearbox along with a bunch of other stuff. “What motorcycle? That’s only a
bunch of stuff. Not even close to a motorcycle.” Don’t try this, however more
than once every few years.
Rule # 8: Have a dealer or friend call you now and then when you are not at
home and tell your spouse, “Your husband told me to keep an eye on the
motorcycle at the auction on Saturday. But it sold for $1,500 and I know there’s
no way a financially cautious and responsible guy like him would pay that much
so I didn’t even make a bid on it for him”. Not only will this make you look real
good, but the next time you buy a motorcycle, say something like, “Lovie –bear,
this beauty only cost me $900, which we are $600 ahead of where we would
have been if I had gotten the one before. “If I keep saving money like this, we’ll
be able to go on that Caribbean cruise next winter.” If you say it fast enough, it
might work.
Rule # 9: If your mate insults your work, calling it “rustoration” laugh a lighthearted laugh, making it clear that motorcycles are not to you what shoes are to
Imelda Marcos.
Rule # 10: If your situation worsens to a point where your mate asks, “Who do
you love more, me or your motorcycles?” whatever you do, don’t ask for time to
think it over.
The above suggestions are not dishonest or deceptive, exactly. They are only
ways to make life easier for your spouse. In fact, now that I think about it, these
acts of diplomacy are actually a kindness, a way to smooth the road for someone
you love. Following Wayne’s rules is a way of being a better person. People who
follow these rules are good people. (See, we can rationalise anything)
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CLUTCHING AT STRAWS
Ian Bardsley
I’ve often heard the phrase “it transformed the bike” applied to recent fixes affected
by owners of various marques. My retort in future will be – “for how long?” I’ve had
the transformative experience myself on several occasions, only to be disillusioned
as the bike drifted back into pre-fix mediocrity. How long does a fix have to last
before it’s granted “gold” status. Don’t know the answer to that one yet, I’m still
working on it.
Such has been my experience with my Norton Commando 850 MKIII clutch, and to
quote The Mouse from Alice in Wonderland… “mine is a long and sad tail” (tale). To
which Alice replies, “long, but why sad?”
It all started just after I acquired the bike with around 6,500 miles on the clock. After I
got it mostly working and unleashed its vast power, the limitations of the clutch
surfaced. It slipped and I couldn’t find neutral – later attributed to power bleed
through caused by clutch drag. “It just needs cleaning” was the advice of many
experienced owners. And so my first transformative experience came to pass. Wow,
this clutch is great! Light, holds well and just pop-it-into-neutral. Well, that lasted
about 1500 miles, before it was back to “normal”.
After more solicitations, in poured new advice: “what you need is Barnett plates,
they’re the cat’s meow and never slip”. That bit about never slipping was true and it
did transform the bike. Releasing the clutch lever resulted in an abrupt application of
power, but it was manageable and I could now enjoy the bike’s full potential… for a
while. After about 5,000 miles neutral disappeared again and gear changes became
laborious. When I stripped down the clutch the aluminum centered friction plates had
their drive tangs pummeled down to a saw-tooth shape.
At this point I learned that a common cause of clutch drag is notching of the clutch
hub splines (see picture). This is caused by the hammering they get from the friction
plates. The plates sit in the notches and can’t slide down the hub, preventing the
clutch from properly releasing; hence the power bleed through. Sure enough mine
was notched quite badly. Norton had produced a hardened hub which was
supposedly immune to the hammering of the plates – at last a real solution.
A riding tip: if you’re having difficulty finding neutral, try blipping the throttle and
shifting into neutral as the revs fall. This moves the friction plates to the un-notched
side of the clutch hub splines, allowing them to move down the hub and momentarily
avoiding drag.
In a fit of back-to-basics enthusiasm, I ripped the primary apart (no mean task on the
MKIII electric start) and installed a hardened hub together with the original bronzed
friction plates. Following other advice, I acid etched the plain plates to improve grip
and prevent slipping. Ah, it was truly a transformative experience, while it lasted. And
it did last – somewhere between 15 and 20,000 miles. The plates needed cleaning
every couple thousand miles due to oil build up so I fitted a push-rod oil seal that
prevents gearbox oil migrating along the pushrod onto the plates – it helped. Still, the
plague of slippage and drag returned to haunt me. Now what?
As one does in desperation, I consulted the Internet and sought the advice of Norton
Clutch Oracles. There were many owners who swore by this and that. Most
acknowledged that regular cleaning was a necessity and there was evidence to
support my own findings that hardened hubs are a temporary fix – albeit of
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reasonable duration. A respected source highly recommended Sureflex friction
plates – without explaining that they are designed for a 750 clutch. So my most
recent experiment involved reversion to the 4 plate 750 clutch format with Sureflex
plates and another new hardened hub. It shifted great for about 200 yards but as
soon as primary oil hit the plates, game over!
So it’s back to basics. I cleaned up and fitted the original 850 plates, with the new
hub and a new pushrod oil-seal and the clutch operates perfectly – in fact it
transformed the bike! Hopefully, I have another 15,000 miles of relatively trouble
free mileage ahead of me. So much for trying to outguess the Norton engineers.
For Norton Owners - A little Commando Clutch background:
The 750 used 4 fiber friction plates .143” thick, 3 plain plates .080” thick and a
pressure plate .347” thick for an overall stack height: 1.159”. The SureFlex plates
are of fiber construction and a direct replacement for the original Norton plates.
The 850 uses 5 bronzed friction plates .124” thick, 4 friction plates .080” thick and
a pressure plate .231” thick for an overall stack height: 1.171”. The hardened hub
was introduced to resist the hammering of the steel backed friction plates. Barnett
plates are a direct replacement for 850 plates (at least the ones I used were).
All dimensions actual measurements off my bike or from the Internet.
Addendum: On my first trip with the rebuilt clutch, the clutch cable nipple
(gearbox-end) detached itself from the cable…. arg. I refitted the original Norton
cable that came with the bike and it transformed the clutch lever operation – no,
really, it’s true!

A nasty little case of clutch hub notching here. Dr B can help.
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PAINT YOUR BIKE FOR LESS THAN $100 - or, ‘Secrets of the Rattle Can’
___________________________________________________________________
Alan Comfort
If your restorations are meant to win prizes at the concourse or are intended to get
top dollar on re-sale, then stop reading here. If, on the other hand you are a
parsimonious old b******d (like me) who is reluctant to pay others for work that I can
do reasonably well myself, then read on. A $600 paint job on a $500 bike does not
make a lot of sense whereas $1200 paintwork on a $20,000 bike is a good
investment.
It should first be noted that the paint in a rattle can is not as durable as a
professional quality two-pack paint formula. Five years is about all you can expect
from an aerosol paint application on a bike that gets regular use and exposure to
the elements. It should also be noted that the range of colours might be somewhat
limited. The colour match automotive touch-up paints have a wide range of
colours, but they are mostly limited to lacquers. Lacquers are very sensitive to
spilled gasoline and other chemicals, but that weakness can be partially overcome
by the use of a clear coat. (more on that later) Some auto parts stores can custom
mix paint and put it in a rattle can for you, but that will blow your $100 budget by
about 100%.
What Type of Paint to Buy?
I am a big fan of Tremclad, Armourcoat and Rustoleum. They are widely available,
inexpensive, easy to use and can be applied directly to bare metal or previously
coated surfaces. However galvanized, plated and sandblasted surfaces must be
primed prior to application of the finish coat. I have only used black with this type
of paint and I expect that the reds, blues, yellows and oranges that are available in
these brands will result in your bike having the look of a kitchen appliance or a
piece of lawn furniture. Frames, brackets, oil tanks and the like are usually black,
so this type of paint is ideal for use on those parts. As Henry Ford once said: “you
can have any colour you like, as long as it is black”.
Krylon, PlastiKote, Duplicolor and other brands of automotive enamels have a
wider variety of colours in acrylic enamel, and you may be able to find a match that
is close enough.
Lacquer base coats can be used with good success as long as an enamel clear
coat is applied to protect the surface. When using lacquers on gas tanks, the
surface preparation and condition of the seams is critical, especially around the
filler neck. If any gasoline gets under the paint, the result will be large blisters.
Lacquer is harder to apply, as it is thin and tends to run.
It can also be
incompatible with other paints. Generally speaking, you can put enamel over
lacquer but not the other way around.
Epoxy paints are available in aerosol form and will provide a stove enamel type
finish that is somewhat more durable than acrylic enamel.
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High temperature paints are good for exhaust systems, however they must be
cured at 600° within 12 hours of application. The curing can be done by installing
the pipes and heating them with the exhaust gases. However the paint is quite
fragile before it is cured and the pipes must be handled carefully to avoid
scratches. I use a couple of pieces of stovepipe, some aluminum foil, a two
burner camp stove and a barbecue thermometer to make a primitive oven in
which to hang the pipes and mufflers. It gets up to 600° quickly and is easy to
keep hot for an hour. The VHT satin black exhaust paint works well with this
technique. There is a silver ceramakote paint that is reported to have an
acceptable dull chrome appearance, but I have not tried that yet.
Other specialty paints such as hammer tone, wrinkle finish and flexible paints for
bonding to plastics are available for specific applications.
Surface Preparation
There are no shortcuts in this stage of the work. Before applying the paint, the
surface must be free of all dirt, grease loose rust, dents, sanding marks and other
imperfections. A coat of glossy paint will magnify the slightest imperfection. New
paint can be applied over sound old paint, but it must be carefully sanded and
spot filler must be used to feather out any chips or other surface blemishes. If
there are any signs of loose paint, scaling or blistering it will be best to take the
whole part down to bare metal. I have found that taking the part down to bare
metal takes less time in the long run and gives the best result.
When the surface is fully prepared, it must be cleaned with paint thinner or a
surface preparation solvent to remove any dust, dirt and oil that remain from the
surface preparation work. Use gloves when handling parts during and after the
final cleaning stage. A well-placed fingerprint will ruin your day.
To Prime or Not to Prime
If you are using a bonding paint such as Rustoleum or Tremclad, priming is not
necessary if the surface is smooth. A sand-able filling primer will help to fill in the
surface textures left by sand blasting, rust removal and coarse sanding. Primer
has the added benefit of giving you another chance to see and fix any
imperfections that went unnoticed during the surface preparation stage. This is
important for large surfaces such as gas tanks and fenders - not so much for
frames and small parts where minor flaws are hard to see.
Where to Paint
I prefer to paint out of doors on a calm and warm summer day. 75-90 degrees
Fahrenheit and low humidity is ideal. Painting outdoors has the benefit of good
ventilation, lots of space, good light and not much worry about overspray. Direct
sunlight will also speed up the drying times. Select a time when you can work for
a couple of hours without interruption and when the neighbors are not at home. A
temporary spray booth made from sheets of plastic can be used if you must paint
in the garage or shed, but be sure to provide plenty of ventilation and cover
everything that you do not want to be coated in overspray. Regardless of where
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you paint, you will need to make a stable rack to hang the large and small parts
for painting and drying. Large complex parts such as frames can be painted on a
bench, but it will take at least two moves to get a good coating on all the surfaces.
If the gas tank is mounted on a rotisserie, all the surfaces can be painted when
horizontal, thereby minimizing the risk of sags and runs.
Applying the Paint
Make sure that the paint and the parts are up to temperature before applying the
paint. A can of paint left in a pan of warm water just prior to use will improve the
paint flow. Be sure to shake the can well before starting and frequently while
painting. Hold the can about 6” – 8” from the surface being painted and use long,
slow strokes to apply the paint evenly. The first coat, or tack coat, should be light.
On large complicated parts such as frames, start with the hard to see places first
then move on to the larger surfaces. The overspray from the large surfaces will
help to fill in the nooks and crannies. I prefer to have a number of parts in the
queue so that when the last part is painted, it is time to recoat the first part. The
idea is to get multiple coats on each part while the previous coat of paint is still
tacky and to avoid runs and sags. If more than one hour passes between coats,
then you may have to wait at least 24 hours for the next coat. Recoat times will
vary depending on the temperature, humidity and type of paint. Consult the
instructions on the paint can for recoat timing. If the paint is fully cured between
coats, it may be necessary to do a light sanding prior to recoating. It is a good
idea to paint a test piece first so that the timing of the coats can be managed. If
painting is interrupted for more than a few minutes, turn the can upside down and
depress the nozzle until there is a clear flow of propellant only. Otherwise the
nozzle will become clogged and it will no longer be possible to apply the paint
evenly. If I am using more than one can of paint in a single session, I will use the
nozzle from the empty can and keep the new nozzle as a spare. Nothing will ruin a
paint job faster than a nozzle that starts to spit out blobs of paint. Avoid using the
last 10% of the can on critical surfaces such as gas tanks.
If you have never used aerosol paints before, it may be worthwhile to try your
hand at some small parts first. Paint the chain guard, oil tank, head light ears and
small brackets first, then move on to the tank, fenders and side covers.
Coach lining, Transfers, Two Tone and Clear Coat
These operations are best undertaken after the base coat is fully cured and all the
imperfections have been polished out. I tried freehand coach-lining a couple of
times with disastrous results, however I have had moderate success with vinyl pin
striping tape. I place the pin striping tape in the desired location, and then use
masking tape to follow both edges of the vinyl pinstripe. Then remove the vinyl
and paint between the lines of the masking tape. It’s not the same as a good
freehand job, but pretty close if done carefully.
Transfers can be a source of great frustration, but if done well, can bring a
marginally acceptable paint job to a much higher standard. I prefer varnish
transfers, but they are difficult to find and tricky to use. You must trim away as
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much of the backing as possible, remove the protective paper, then apply a thin
coat of clear varnish to the back of the transfer. When the varnish becomes tacky
you can apply the transfer, but you only get one chance to get in the right
position. Once the tacky varnish touches the paint, then that is where it will stay.
Touch down the transfer in the middle and use the back of a spoon to rub toward
the edges. If there are no air bubbles, the transfer is positioned correctly and the
backing comes away cleanly, you have succeeded. Wait overnight for the varnish
to dry, and then apply a coat of clear varnish ensuring that all the edges have
been covered.
Waterslide transfers are easier to use as they can be repositioned when wet and
it is easy to smooth out the bubbles. After the waterslide transfer has been set,
you must wait 24 hours for it to dry before applying a coat of clear varnish to fix it
permanently. Some water slide transfers can be covered with clear coat, but it is
a good idea to test compatibility beforehand. I usually buy a few extra transfers
for practice and experimenting.
Safety
There are health risks associated with the improper use of aerosol paints. Skin
protection, eye protection and the use of a proper respirator are recommended
safety measures. Consult the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for each type of
paint that you use. Working outdoors and standing upwind of the painted surface
will help to minimize those risks.
What You Will Need
Paint – three cans of primer and four cans of basecoat will adequately cover the
frame and tin ware on a typical British motorcycle. One can of clearcoat will cover
the tank and fenders
Wire brush and sand paper - wet or dry paper in grits from 400 to 2000 will be
used for surface preparation. Use the finer grits between coats and for polishing
out imperfections.
Masking tape, plastic sheeting, cleaning solvents, gloves, respirator, stiff wire for
hanging parts and white rubbing compound for the final polish will round out your
shopping list. Wait a week before final polishing and waxing.
The End Result
The quality of your work will vary in accordance with the time and effort spent on
surface preparation and the patience used in applying the paint. If you have
applied enough paint, all of the surface imperfections can be polished out. The
time it takes to package the parts, deliver them to the paint shop or powder
coater and pick them up is about the same as painting them with a rattle can. The
cost savings are enormous, plus you are entitled to say I painted it myself and the
first chip or scratch won’t break your heart.
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ZEN AND THE ART OF MOTORCYCLE MAINTENANCE, OR NOT?
________________________________________________________________

of my insights. I know he must have been thrilled because I never heard back from
him but, Oh well!

Frank Kemble

Hi Mark,

Now that the summer has been, albeit briefly, and gone again, thoughts must now
be turning to addressing those irksome issues that crop up during riding season. My
Honda is in pieces awaiting attention to a blown head gasket and my Triumph
T140V, paradoxically, continues to function as my daily ride and has taken all
manner of abuse without complaint; well almost. A couple of weeks ago
my wife and I explored Texada Island which meant an awful lot of riding two-up on
graded logging roads. I'm still extracting fine abrasive dust from the myriad of
hidden recesses including the carburettor slides. Hopefully the dust will have
loosened up the pistons nicely. I put about 4000 miles on the Triumph this summer
and have made a list of all those little problems that are niggling. One of the rear
linings detached itself from the brake shoe which was interesting. In the meantime I
have taken the expedient measure of sticking it back on with JB weld; do I hear the
clatter of dropping chins? The front pushrod seal has sprung a leak, when don't they
leak? The front master cylinder has a slight leak, there is side play in the rear wheel
bearings and the fork seals are leaking ( again)! The only thing that didn't happen is
that the kickstart return spring hasn't broken yet which is odd but I have bought one
anyway.
With all these little problems to deal with I shall be repairing to the shed during the
winter months. Where I'm from originally ( which is the UK ), the nights are not so
much punctuated with the sounds of woodpeckers but the gentle tapping of
hammers intermingled with the odd curse. I'm talking of course, of the Englishman's
castle, the humble garden shed where many a worthy but eccentric inventor and
fettler toils until the early hours perfecting their machine. My own garden shed is
lavishly equipped with the necessities of life, Tetley's tea bags, Abbots beer ( I
wish ), some rich tea biscuits and an old 'Sun' newspaper calender of 'page 3 girls'
pinned up on the inside of the door. I also have a book that lives in there which was
bought for me by my friend Gord who has a new Hinckley Triumph Bonneville - the
poor fool. I read the book last Spring during moments when I sought the solitude of
the shed but did not have the energy to grind valves or sandblast oily bits of metal.
The book is entitled, 'Zen and Now' and was written by a motoring correspondent in
Toronto named Mark Richardson. Basically he is an acolyte of Robert Pirsig of 'Zen
and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance' fame and took to the road on his Suzuki DR
600 dirt bike and followed in Robert Pirsig's footsteps. Mark Richardson stopped at
all the same places, same motorcycle shops and met, where he could, some of the
original people. I very much enjoyed his book and even went to the extent of writing
to Mark Richardson to tell him so though I'm sure he could survive without my input.
I have read the original 'Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance’ about six times
and I have to admit that it has exercised a baffling spell over me for decades. I don't
really know why because Pirsig is or was completely self obsessed, its not that well
written and is actually incredibly boring in places but the book is perpetually
inspiring and I love it. Any way I wrote to Mark Richardson and gave him the benefit
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I have just read your book and enjoyed it very much. So interesting to have
followed Pirsig's trail and a dream that I have always nurtured. I first read 'Zen and
the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance' in 1980 (and Lila in the nineties.) Like most
people I have tackled the first volume five or six times, rereading and maybe
'understanding' more on each occasion. I read it initially because I am a fanatical
motorcyclist and an adventurer as are most of us on two wheels. The book was
however, always something of an Enigma to me. I just don't really understand what
that special ingredient was that made the book so special but special it most
definitely is. Even now I feel once again the familiar itch and draw to the
bookshelves to lay my hands on it.
I have to say that I came to the conclusion that Robert Pirsig is not a particularly
pleasant human being; that he is undoubtedly complex but also very dysfunctional.
I am quite sure also, that he really couldn't care less what I think.
Certainly I am not immune to the philosophical connotations but have to state that
to become so completely obsessed with defining 'quality' is neither remotely
important, pertinent nor actually rational. To pursue such an elusive concept is an
utter metaphysical abstraction and represents to me a chronic case of lavish self
indulgence. Where are the people that really care? Philosophy is of course the
eternal riddle, there are no finite solutions, merely conundrums. Puzzles that entice
the mind to dwell on topics and to leapfrog by analysis to conclusions that lead to
other questions. In reality philosophy is no more than a form of cerebral aerobics
exercise. The brain is constantly active and in a dynamic process of metamorphosis
where bio-chemical and physiological incentive leads to the development of ever
more neural pathways and synaptic links in the search for true enlightenment.
I was a homeopath and studied for five years in the UK before coming to Canada in
1996. I find the subject deeply fascinating but a subject also that would take an
example of 'Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance' as a serious case of a
deep and worrying pathology. Well so what? Many of our rock stars, writers and
artists are completely nuts and good for them. I am aware that the sixties
particularly was a time for seeking answers and where 'analysis' was fashionable
and considered the ultimate path to reason, happiness and true civil contentmentbless them! Robert Pirsig of course, was a part of that movement of the age. I
remember once being told at a lecture by a guru in homeopathic circles that the
goal of successful homeopathic treatment on a constitutional level is to render the
patient totally healthy in mind and body and that from such a position of equilibrium
and balance comes creativity. In my book, it is a plausible and often broached
concept but I took issue with the lecturer citing examples of many a famous
composer, painter, poet, writer musician etc suffering from the effects of
Tuberculosis, Syphilis, hydrocephalus and plain insanity etc who were
extraordinarily creative as a direct and exclusive result of their deepening
pathology.
There is an expression coined by eminent neurologist, Oliver Sacks (made famous
by 'Awakenings ) known as an 'ear worm' which is a condition to which we all
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become afflicted when hearing a tune that replays itself over and over again in our
minds despite efforts to banish it; again a condition that occurs as a result of newly
mapped neural pathways. In Robert Pirsig's case, I feel that he became obsessed
with defining 'quality', a 'brain worm' that gradually eroded any sense of reason that
he may have had to the point of psychosis. We must bear in mind that the more we
dwell on a subject then the more the physiology of the brain is self engineered to
encompass that subject, sometimes to the point of obsession. Robert Pirsig despite
his complexity is, to my mind, not a difficult case homeopathically speaking. The
irony is that to have rendered him, functional, approachable, reasonable, balanced
and ( heaven forfend! ) a loving father would have denied us the opportunity of
reading such a great book as it would most likely have never been conceived let
alone written. Part of the fascination is to do with his gradual discovery of the person
he once was before being suppressed by electric shock therapy; the person that his
son Chris still knew and missed.
The thing that I applaud Robert Pirsig for and the reason why I think that 'Zen' is so
fundamentally compelling and so utterly brilliant is because in a world where
cognition is drowned in noise, materialism, duty and oblivion the book is a shining
star, a beacon in an otherwise stifling literary world mostly constipated by the
mediocre crap that typically clogs up the New York Times best seller list. There is so
much out there in the world, literary or otherwise, that is brilliant but that receives
little or no attention because people are asleep and don't know it. Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance was and is a strident and invasive wake up call that
encourages curiosity and a hunger for life and I for one applaud Robert Pirsig; a man
who truly, has suffered for his art . The bottom line of course, if we are free to 'think'
then we are also free to be creative.
Many thanks once again, your book really was very inspiring.
Regards
Francis Kynaston Kemble ( Frank )
I keep Mark Richardson's book in the shed along with a photo of me standing
alongside Charley Boorman whom I met at the BMW dealership on Lougheed
Highway a couple of months ago. Despite their thespian like tantrums, Charley
Boorman and Ewan Macgregor have certainly inspired many a motorcyclist and even
non-motorcyclists and of course they in their turn were inspired by Ted Simon but
that, as they say, is a whole new story. Ride Free brothers ( and sisters).

You should probably have this laminated and then Scotch Tape it to the inside of your tool box.
Somewhere in this labyrinth of seeming confusion lies the answer to every question you have
ever had, and ever will have, about electricity or, indeed of life itself, with all its facets, brim as it
surely is with delusion and false gods ................... schematic sent in by Steve Snoen - or
somebody who looked just like him.
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SMOKEY’S CORNER A Biographical Memoir
___________________________________________________
Al “Smokey” Greaves
The main Highway goes from the "Soo" directly to Flint but the bus zigzagged
across the state arriving in Flint at about midnight, instead of maybe 4:00
P.M. in the afternoon. The bus fare and lunch used up most of the $100.00 I
started with, so when we got to the bus station, which was filled with people
sitting at the seats in the waiting room, each seat had a miniature T.V. screen
on it! I inquired as to when the next bus was. The only option was to get out
to the highway to Port Huron. How to do that? By taxi of course! There's a
Taxi, lights on, engine running, a portable radio sitting on top of the dash
blaring away, the drivers door is wide open and NO driver!
I stood there in utter amazement, somebody could just it drive away. The driver
returned: I explained my situation to him and said "I have $6.80 would that be
enough for you to take us to the road to Port Huron?" He replied in the
affirmative. Well, things had sure changed since I hitchhiked through here in
1960! No longer a two lane highway, it's a four lane freeway! The driver had
dropped us off near an overpass which we crossed so we could climb down to
the freeway. One thing I noticed was no street lights but the grass was nicely
cut along the edge of the street we were on. I stepped off the sidewalk to begin
my decent only to go head over heels into a four foot deep ditch hidden by the
grass! Looks like they don't cut the grass in the ditches like we do in B.C. We
finished our descent without further incident and decided to try hitchhiking. Man!
the cars are coming at us like gangbusters! So I said to Jack "you stand in front
and to my right and I'll hold onto your collar if a car comes too close I can pull
you out of the way”. About three cars went by, then a pickup stopped. We got
in to be greeted by a young fellow who
exclaimed. “What the heck are you’ll
doing out here”? As we drove along I
related our story. He said “I’m not going as
far as Port Huron, ‘course I’m agoing fish’n
up north.” He decided he needed some
beer, that done, he offered me one, but I
refused. Then he said, “I think it’s real nice
that a Dad would take his son on a trip like
this, so I’m agoing to take you right to
Sarnia!”. Well, I wasn’t going to turn that
offer down. We crossed into Canada on
the Blue Water Bridge, two six packs of
beer as well!
It’s 2:00 AM, I woke my cousin up and our
benefactor (whose name I don’t remember)
came in and gave my cousin his opinion
on our trip. I often wondered if he made it
back into the U.S. since the beer was in
plain sight in the back of the pickup.
Al’s lad, Jack, was just 11 years
The weather finally cleared and the and the
sun came out, is some one trying to tell me old in ’78 when they made their
great journey
something?

All British Field Meet
Vandusen Botanical Gardens
Victoria Day Weekend , 2012
Norton will be the feature motorcycle.
The show will celebrate 110 years of Norton Motorcycles. Your club is working
with the event organises to develop a special display. We urge all Norton
owners to plan on displaying their bikes at the show.
____________________________________________________________________
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I have a restored 1968 Triumph Daytona for sale that has been in my family for
more than 25 years. Motor rebuilt 2002. Carbs overhauled 2010 by British-Italian
motorcycles. Turn signals, mirrors and saddle bags added. Triumph & Haynes
maintenance manuals included.
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Darren Watts H: 604 536-0094
South Surrey/White Rock madj4@hotmail.com

